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1 Lava lamp - 2996230

2  Bubble Tube Lamp - 3560100

3  Disco Rotating Bulb - 3581100

4  Fiber Optic - 240802

5  Sensory Mood Cube - 2838000

6  Tranquil Turtle - 236602

7  fdmt balance Cushion - 3916000

8 Ray-Lax Chair - 3181400



create  
your  

dream
sensory

corner
Every child learns diffe-
rently and our goal is to 
help them develop to their 
full potential! Discover our 
sensory solutions selec-
tion, ideal for stimulating 
the vestibular system, pro-
prioception and awakening 
all the senses.
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9  LED light panel - 4007000

10  Fidget Kit - 1967 Click on the 

products to 

learn more!



manimo weighted lizard - 0185-1

manimo weighted fr

manimo weighted dolphin - 2033-1-M

ACTIVE RELAXATION

The manimo effect is active relaxation. This 
provides a calming effect on the body 
and mind, relieves stress and anxiety 
to promote attention and 
concentration.
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+31%

-24%

+21%

activity for passive in-
dividuals 

activity for  
active individuals

ability to manage 
stress and anxiety



manimo weighted dog - 3013-2
manimo weighted cat - 3012-2

manimo weighted frog - 0198-2
manimo weighted snake - 0222-16

manimo weighted turtle - 3011-1



fdmt  
protective 
earmuffs - 
4063200

Spiral  
tube - 
2976000
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Floof bucket - 4070000

Time Timer Plus  
20 minutes - 2519002

our
favorites



Liquid tiles 50 cm x 50 cm - 3915500
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Kore stools - 2715530



 Weigthed shoulder wrap - 0873-G
Weighted lap pad - 0378-1
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*conditions apply

SUBSCRIBE  

TO OUR  

NEWSLETTER

and get

10% off



Fatboy Velvet - 4099300



new 
designs

Fatboy Teddy - 4100400



HugglePod - 3895000



Comfy Peapod - 
4097100

Textured Sensory 
Light Balls - 2973100

NEW



Playfoam Pluffle 
Twist Glow-in-the-
Dark - 4101000

Colormix Sensory 
Tubes - 4103000



Fidget tubes - 4104000

Colormix Sensory 

Mindful Maze Set - 4102000

new products
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1  Fidget foot roller - 4054000

2   Simpl Dimpl - 3904100

3  Hoberman Sphere mini - 233401

4  Slinky Original - 2826100

5  Pineapple Pendant - 3880200

6  Atomic Stress Ball - 0947



help to
manage 

your
stress

The Stress Management Kit has been spe-
cially designed to help you discover how 
to reduce and better manage your stress. 
You now have the appropriate tools to 
promote self-regulation and allow you to 
control stress or replenish your energy 
thanks to a sensory break adapted to the 
situation and the environment (alone, at 
home, at school, at the office ...).

NOTE: Picture for reference only. Items, models 
and colors may vary from the picture (depends 
on availability).
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7  Sensory Maze - Rainbow - 3205000

8 Groovy fruit Nee Doh (1) - 3949100



follow us!

Subscribe to fdmt’s newsletter



Posture

Sight Auditory

Texture / touch

Olfactory

Proprioceptive Vestibular
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